1. CIVVIH COMMITTEE ANNOUNCEMENTS

- **[new]** Participation in the Advisory Committee Meeting to be held in Dublin in October 2010 – Possible CIVVIH meeting on this occasion. Elene Negussie of ICOMOS Ireland is appointed as coordinator and remains in contact with CIVVIH in order to foresee the possibility of a meeting.

- **[reminder]** Participation in the Scientific Council Meeting to be held in Dublin in October 2010.

- **[new]** The CIVVIH - Valletta Position paper on Historic Cities and Sustainable Urban Development Policies has been translated into Chinese language and is available. Acknowledgements to Lijun Wang for kindly distributed to CIVVIH Bureau.

2. SUB-MEDITERRANEAN COMMITTEE ANNOUNCEMENTS

- **[new]** Proceedings of the EUROMED HERITAGE Rabat workshop on the theme: “Rehabilitation of Historic Towns and Urban Areas” has been circulated. ICOMOS was represented by Prof. Mina El Mghari, who has been co-opted in the Executive Committee.

- **[reminder]** Event: Salon du Patrimoine to be held in Paris in November 2010 under the subject: “The Heritage of Mediterranean”.

---

**Cyprus 2010**

**CIVVIH Mediterranean sub committee meeting**

*New – Final dates: 18-20 November*

**Programme:**

- **Thursday 18th of November:** ARRIVAL IN NICOSIA, CYPRUS

- **Friday 19th of November:** SCIENTIFIC MEETING
  
  The subject to be discussed will be formulated by the Scientific Committee is on the following composition: Prof. Nur Akin (Turkey), Prof. Sofia Avgerinou-Kolonias (Greece), Prof. Heleni Maistrou (Greece), Prof. Teresa Coletta (Italy), Athina Papadopoulou (Cyprus). The Committee is responsible for the evaluation of proposed papers and will soon announce the theme of Cyprus Meeting.

- **Saturday 20th of November:** (I) HALF DAY: OFFICIAL MEETING
  
  (II) HALF DAY: CULTURAL VISIT ORGANIZED BY ICOMOS CYPRUS

- **Sunday 21st of November:** POST MEETING CULTURAL TOUR
  
  (for participants who will extent their stay)

*The Sub-Mediterranean Committee Meeting in Cyprus is supervised by ICOMOS Cyprus. Person in charge: Athina Papadopoulou.*
3. **SUB-COMMITTEE FOR IBERO-AMERICAS ANNOUNCEMENTS**


4. **GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS**

   - [new] International conference on “Contemporary Arts and Art History” will take place on the 9 to 11th August 2010 at Hazara University Mansehra. The conference is divided into the following three main areas: Theme 1: Contemporary Art Scenario / Theme 2: Art Administration & Economics of Art & Design / Theme 3: Art History Of the Twentieth century South Asia [Contact persons: Prof. Dr. Syed Sakhwat Shah and Fazli Sattar: sattardurrani@yahoo.com]

   - [new] The 4th Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage Forum in Riga, Latvia on the theme: “Cultural Heritage - Contemporary Challenge” will take place on the 8 to 11th September 2010. [Online registration by 20th August 2010: http://forums.mantojums.lv/ - For general information and coordination: Katrina Kukaine, Project coordinator, katrina.kukaine@mantojums.lv - Baiba Mūniiece, Project coordinator, baiba.murniece@mantojums.lv]

   - [new] IPEMED project presentation entitled: 7 Projects for 7 June. Top experts from North and South of the Mediterranean have been involved, along with numerous forecasting and assessment institutions from around the region, businesses and business groups, NGOs focusing on Euro-Mediterranean economic development. [Download the 7 Projects document on <http://www.ipemed.coop/news/ipnews1.php?7385648-16&2&fRASrLnYhr7GLGe%2F%2F7vr5A>]

   - [new] The 2010 Mediterranean Sustainable Energy Summit organised on the 18th & 19th of May 2010 in Athens, Greece gathered together International Experts, Business Leaders and Prime Ministers to tackle the ever prevalent challenges that climate change poses the Mediterranean region. Its closing remarks and relevant documents are available on line on the following links:
     - (I) Speakers' presentations: http://www.ftbusiness.com/medsustainableenergy/presentations.asp?m_pid=0&m_nid=35952
     - (III) Closing Remarks of the 2010 Summit: http://www.ftbusiness.com/medsustainableenergy/presentations.asp?m_pid=0&m_nid=35952

   - [new] The 2010 Healthy Cities Conference will be held at Stamford Plaza Brisbane from 12 to 13 July, to examine the theme of Making Cities Liveable [http://www.healthycities.com.au/]

   - [new] The SAUD 2010; the second international conference on Sustainable Architecture and Urban Development, part of SB10 International Sustainability Conferences, will be held in Amman, Jordan from 12 to 14 July [http://www.csaar-center.org/conference/saud2010/]

   - [new] Invitation for **Call for Papers**: “Domes in the World”, International Congress, Florence will be held from 3 to 6 November 2011. Deadline for abstracts Submission: July 31, 2010 [Application information: http://domesintheworld.wordpress.com/]

   - [new] Invitation for **Call for Papers** (call for posters & videos): 15th Workshop – Congress on Cultural Heritage and New Technologies will be held from 15 to 17 November 2010. Theme: In/Visble Towns – Archaeology and Cultural Heritage in Urban Areas [http://www8.stadtarchaeologie.at/?page_id=37]

   - [new] The 7th International Conference on Science and Technology In Archaeology and Conservation Workshop on Documentation and Conservation of Stone deterioration in Heritage Places will be held in Petra, Jordan from 7 to 12 December 2010 [http://www.heritagedocumentation.org/workshop2010/]